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To Whom It May Concern: 
 

 “Don’t it always seem to go, that you don’t know what you got till it’s gone” 

This is truly the beginning of the end of the frontier in the Pacific Northwest. 
Land development decisions are more critical in this era because site options are evaporating. 
As the population of Oregon predictably doubles, we want to be creatively-thinking of how 
industrial sites can be both inclusive and multi-purposed to serve the needs of small towns in 
transition. 
 
Many successful, small towns have introduced an integrated theme that eventually becomes the 
identity of the community, while also creating jobs, notoriety, excitement and opportunities for 
young families.  Does Philomath want to be known as an “RV town, with lots of traffic congestion 
and water problems”? 
 –Or as the word “Philomath” means “lover of learning”, can Philomath live up to it’s name, it’s 
transition, it’s story of hands-on learning, mentoring youth, hard work and volunteerism to become 
a destination site that promotes something higher and better?  
 
More than1250 Philomath high school students pondered this very question for over ten years, 
while using the MCW site as an outdoor classroom.  They restored riparian zones along Newton 
Creek, drafted and employed scientific method data to secure environmental grants from private 
foundations, and learned to problem-solve and respect environmental complexity. 
 
They built a 9-hole bird-viewing blind and a 12-station outdoor education program, where  
Philomath high school students taught Corvallis students the interdependence of all life on the 
wetlands via hands-on scientific and environmental foci. In partnership with MPNRIC, PHS 
students also created an evening program for the community, known as “Science, Music and 
Marshmallows!”.  On site, OSU teachers and environmental professionals entertained citizens, 
(perched on hay bales), with outdoor slide shows and provided opportunity for citizens to 
experience, study and understand the importance and interdependence of wetland biodiversity and 
how the wetland site itself, relates to the health and future of our community. 
These students are now parents. They ARE the future of Philomath. Their love, work and concern 
for the NCW site will be trashed and dishonored, should mitigation and Newton Creek riparian 
boundaries be disturbed, as proposed. 
 
Fortunately, the potential to avoid huge infrastructure headaches, water pollution, RV traffic 
congestion and disillusionment still exists, but it must happen through definition, not default. 
 
Students envisioned the NCW industrial site targeting and attracting renewable resource industries 
and offices (Shelterworks, Abundant Solar, ODFW, etc.) that would put Philomath on the map as a 
fun, integrated, renewable resource, educational, cutting-edge destination and experience.  
Industry would invite the public to tour their sites, highlighting the history and transition of 
Philomath from a timber/mill town to a renewable resource experiential campus, compatible with 
their industry products, and include meeting places, open spaces and educational tours that 
modeled responsible stewardship of wetlands and business.  
 
This was only one idea. There are many more. So when approving development petitions, let’s 
be selective and intentional. Let’s approve industry and development that is compatible with the big 
potential of this wonderful site that does not create more infrastructure, traffic and water problems 
for the citizens of Philomath. Let’s not “pave paradise and put in an RV lot!” 
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